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The Epping Civic Trust includes within its area North Epping, which falls under HSC. This paper is 
therefore of interest because it raises issues pertaining to zoning and planning that, if changed, 
would impact this suburb.  

The paper offers an interesting overview history of discussions about Affordable Housing policy, the 
role of different levels of government and other stakeholders, and the context within the Hornsby 
Shire and its environment. In that respect, the Trust applauds the Paper’s attempt to overview a 
complex area that doesn’t sit fully within local government’s areas of responsibility or resources to 
‘fix’ but has a wider societal remit.  

However, the role of local government is to be the guardian of their community and district, and 
have a vision of how societal needs can best be met within that context.  

The Paper offers commentary on ways in which Affordable Housing can be addressed – including the 
planning and zoning system, community funding and joint projects. 

North Epping sits on the edge of the Epping Town Centre and is intrinsically linked to it. As such, it is 
a community going through unprecedented change due to the Priority Precinct zoning changes and 
the high and medium density development currently under way. A failure of this policy Sydney-wide 
has been its ability to increase affordable housing stock. This has highlighted the fact that zoning 
changes alone do not reduce housing costs – instead they increase profit-driven development, and 
therefore the cost of housing. Only enforceable measures at local, state and federal level, and the 
combined willpower of society to have change, can impact the mix.  

Specific to the paper, Epping Civic Trust comments: 

• Recognition of the unique environment of North Epping as a bushland suburb must be 
included in any zoning impacts that result from this paper 

• North Epping’s poor public transport links, Epping’s parking woes, and the limited road 
access to the suburb (one road essentially in and out - Norfolk Road) means the suburb has 
very limited capacity for increase densification 

• North Epping should not be considered for inclusion in any introduction of Medium Density 
zoning (the missing middle) as any introduction is highly unlikely to increase affordable 
housing due to the high cost of land acquisition in the suburb. It would rather lead to more 
pressure on already stretched infrastructure, under strain from Epping 

• Introduction of ‘manor house’ style development would irreparably destroy the character of 
North Epping 

• The tree canopy in Epping is under serious threat. North Epping’s trees are needed to 
balance this heat sink effect of the high density development 

• North Epping is surrounded on three sides by the Lane Cove National Park valley. Increased 
densification would impact this environment 
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• Hornsby Shire has already been required to provide more housing and has met this target – 
primarily around rail links. Provision of Affordable Housing is best met near these areas and 
through appropriate levers such as quotas, VPA projects, community projects on council 
owned sites 


